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EQAS performance specifications

• Currently wide variation in practice

• Range between very “tight” and very “loose”

• May be based on:
– Clinical 

– Biological variation

– State of the art (different definitions)

– Statistical

– Regulatory

– Combination of models (e.g. state of the art and BV)

– Other (e.g. professional recommendations)



(looser)

e.g. regulatory

All labs pass

(tighter)

e.g. biological

A portion of labs fail

EQAS performance specifications



Marjan Van Blerk et al.



Requirements for the applicability of EQAS results in the 

evaluation of the performance of participating laboratories 

in terms of traceability of their measurements

Feature Aim

EQAS materials value-assigned 

with reference procedures by 

an accredited ref. laboratory

To check traceability of 

commercial system to reference 

systems

Proved commutability of EQAS 

materials

To allow transferability of 

participating laboratory 

performance to the measurement 

of patient samples

Definition and use of the 

clinically allowable  

measurement error

To verify the suitability of 

laboratory measurements in 

clinical setting
Panteghini M, CCLM 2010;48:7 

Infusino I et al., CCLM 2010;48:301

Braga F & Panteghini M. CCLM 2013;51:1719 

Braga F & Panteghini M, Clin Chim Acta 2014;432:55



Analytical performance 

specifications: definition

Criteria that specify (in numerical 

terms) the quality required for 

analytical performance in order to 

deliver laboratory test information that 

would satisfy clinical needs for 

improving health outcomes.



The Essential Question…

“What amount of 

medical harm due 

to analytical error 

is it OK to let go 

undetected?”



Profession 
(e.g., JCTLM, IFCC, EFLM):

Define analytical objectives: reference 
measurement systems (traceability chain) 

and associated clinically acceptable 
uncertainty (fit for purpose)

Diagnostic manufacturers: Implement suitable analytical systems 
(platform, reagents, calibrators, controls) 

fulfilling the above established goals

End users (clinical laboratories): Survey assay and laboratory performance through 
IQC and EQA redesigned to meet metrological 

criteria

Adapted from Panteghini M, Clin Chem Lab Med 2010;48:7

Steps of the process and different responsibilities in implementing 
traceability of patient results and defining their uncertainty





Although the essence of the hierarchy established 

in Stockholm was supported, new perspectives 

have been forwarded prompting simplification

and explanatory additions.

The most innovative aspect of the new consensus is 

that it is recognized that some models are better 

suited for certain measurands than for others; 

the attention is therefore primarily directed 

towards the measurand and its biological and 

clinical characteristics. 

1999 Stockholm Consensus

revised in Milan 2014





� Advantage: to address the influence of analytical 

performance on clinical outcomes that are relevant 

to patients and society. 

� Disadvantage: it is only useful for examinations 

where the links between the test, clinical decision-

making and clinical outcomes are straightforward and 

strong. Furthermore, it may be influenced by the 

current measurement quality and results may vary 

according to the actual test method used, the 

investigated population and health care setting.

Model 1. Based on the effect of analytical performance on 

clinical outcomes 



Lab Test

Health-Related Outcomes

Demonstrating the value of lab tests on health outcomes is 
reliant on linking the test with processes that directly impact 

outcomes

Clinical 
Decision

Diagnosis TreatmentACTION

Challenge: Connecting Laboratory Testing 

to Outcomes



Performance specifications based on clinical needs 

defined in terms of allowable misclassification rates

Panteghini M, AACB Troponin Monograph 2012Panteghini M, AACB Troponin Monograph 2012



�Advantage: it can be applied to most 

measurands for which a “steady state”

biologic model can be established. 

�Disadvantage: need to carefully assess the 

relevance of biological variation data.

Model 2. Based on components of biological variation of the 

measurand



Generation of estimates of CVI and CVG

using the MEDIAN of all data compiled

More than 240 articles

More than 350 measurands



WithinWithin--subject biological variation (CVI) subject biological variation (CVI) 

What is the meaning of this 

dispersion? 

What are the consequences?

ALT, AST and ALT, AST and γγGTGT

The arrows show the values currently present in the RicosThe arrows show the values currently present in the Ricos’’ databasedatabase

11.1-58.1%

3.0 – 32.3% 3.9 – 14.5%

Carobene A et al., Clin Chem Lab Med 2013;51:1997



Quantifying Biological Variation

 How do you do the experiment?

� Subjects How many?

� Collect specimens Number? Frequency?

� Analyse specimens Minimise analytical variation?

� Analyse data Outliers? Statistics?
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Intra-individual variation in pathology >> CVI of healthy individuals

Braga F et al, Chim Clin Acta 2010;411:1606



Assay selectivity is an important 

biological variation qualifier

If the used methodology has different specificity for 

the measured analyte, one can expect that also the 

biological variability, a property closely associated with 

the characteristics of the analyte itself, significantly 

changes. And, if the biological variability changes, the 

analytical goals derived from it may be different.

Different

selectivity

DifferentDifferent

biological variabilitybiological variability
Different Different 

analytical goalsanalytical goals





Is available information on biological variability of 

troponin T reliable?

Vasile VC et al., Clin Chem 2010;56:1086Vasile VC et al., Clin Chem 2010;56:1086

ShortShort--termterm

LongLong--termterm

LoDLoD

LoDLoD

?

?



Analysis of DataAnalysis of Data





Have data not normally distributed been 

appropriately transformed? 

2) When a not normal data 

distribution is present, a log-

transformation of data is 

recommended, but this approach 

does not always solve the 

distribution problems!

1) This is a critical aspect! 

Studies using statistical parametric 

approach on data not normally 

distributed should not be 

considered! Otherwise we will 

continue to have    CV >>33%!



http://www.westgard.com/biodatabase1.htm 



SUMMARY

• BV published data are of varying quality

• Safe application for deriving performance 

specifications requires prior critical appraisal

• Need for standards (i.e. a set of attributes to 

enable the data to be effectively transmitted 

and applied) 

Summary



A checklist for critical appraisal of studies of biological variation

Bartlett WA et al. Clin Chem Lab Med 2015;53: 879 Biological Variation Working Group



This relates to the highest level of 
analytical performance technically 
achievable                                       
[but someone defines it as the 
analytical performance achieved by a 
certain percentage of laboratories]

�Advantage: numbers are readily 

available. 

Model 3. Based on state-of-the-art



Problems with the state-of-the-art 

concept

• No scientific reasoning

• Often based on „old“ data which may be 

outdated

• Lack of transparency

• Lack of neutrality (dependency on industry)

• No relationship between what is achievable 

and on what is needed clinically



Possible criteria for allocation of 

laboratory tests to different Milan 

models for performance specifications

1. The measurand has a central role in 

diagnosis and monitoring of a specific 

disease ⇒ outcome model

2. The measurand has a high 

homeostatic control ⇒ BV model

3. Neither central diagnostic role nor 

sufficient homeostatic control ⇒

state-of-the-art model



Grading different quality levels

DESIRABLE STANDARD

MINIMUM STANDARD

OPTIMUM STANDARD

IDEAL

UNACCEPTABLE



• There should be two types of specifications, depending 

on the number of measurements of EQAS samples 

participants do. 

• If participants measure in singlicate, a TE specifications 

is needed (when only a single measurement is 

performed, it is impossible to separate the different 

causes of measurement’s deviation from the reference 

value). 

• If EQAS ask for multiple measurements of the same 

sample, a bias specification should be used for 

judgement of an EQAS result, providing that the 

scheme is also able to independently estimate the 

random component of the measurement uncertainty of 

individual participants. 

Result interpretation in EQAS



James D et al., J Clin Pathol 2014;67:651



EQAS categorization

Category 1A → Milan model 1 or 2 as basis for PS
Category 1B → Other models



1. Availability and quality of information about IVD 

metrological traceability and uncertainty

2. Daily surveillance of IVD system traceability 

Participation to appropriately 

structured EQAS (“meeting 

metrological criteria”)

Verification of the consistency of 

declared performance during routine 

operations performed in accordance 

with the manufacturer’s instructions

The role of the Profession: “check”

Braga F & Panteghini M, Clin Chim Acta 2014;432:55
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Carobene A et al., Clin Chim Acta 2014;427:100.

EQAS materials with physiologic (88.4 µmol/L) and borderline (123.8 

µmol/L) creatinine concentrations vs. the desirable goal. 

The vast majority (87%) of laboratories using systems employing enzymatic 

assays were able to fulfill the desirable performance, while only one third 

of laboratories using picrate-based systems were able to meet the target.

Enzymatic assays (n=23) Alkaline picrate assays (n=296)



Effect of analytic bias in creatinine on the distribution of 

estimated GFR values

Klee GG et al., Clin Chem Lab Med 2007;45:737

18.5%

54%



ABBOTT                                
Creatinine enzymatic assay (cod. 8L24)

Clin Chem Calibrator (LN 6K30) 

vs. 3,0% (desirable goal) 

1,06%

1,29%

1,52%



Calibrator lots



Pasqualetti S, Infusino I, Carnevale A, SzPasqualetti S, Infusino I, Carnevale A, Szőőke D, Panteghini M.ke D, Panteghini M.

Clinica Chimica Acta 450 (2015) 125Clinica Chimica Acta 450 (2015) 125––66

Note: For serum creatinine Note: For serum creatinine 

measurements on patient samples, measurements on patient samples, 

the acceptable limits for combined the acceptable limits for combined 

uncertainty derived from its CVI are uncertainty derived from its CVI are 

3.0% (desiderable)3.0% (desiderable) and 4.5% and 4.5% 

(minimum quality level)(minimum quality level), , 

respectively.respectively.

42



Basis for performance specifications

PROVIDER MODELS

RCPAQAP Australia Combination of BV and state of the art 

SKML The Netherlands Combination of BV and state of the art 

NOKLUS Norway Fixed percentage limits and based on a 

combination of BV, state of the art and expert 

opinion

SEQC Spain Combination of BV and statistical results

WEQAS UK Combination of BV and state of the art

SEHH Spain Statistical/state of the art/BV

CTCB France z-score/state of the art/limits given by 

scientific societies or other/limits based on 

clinical impact



Can these be harmonised?

Chair: Graham Jones (AU - RCPAQAP) 
Stéphanie Albarède (FR - CTCB) 
Gabriela Gutiérrez (SP - SEHH)
Marc Thelen (NL - SKML) 
Anne Vegard Stavelin (NO - NOKLUS) 
Annette Thomas (UK - WEQAS)
Finlay Mckenzie (UK NEQAS)
Emma Ventura (SP - SEQC)
Dagmar Kelleler (CH - CSCQ) 
Morten Pedersen (DK - DEKS)



TFG on Performance 

Specifications for EQAS

• Apply Milan models to describe EQAS 

performance specifications

• Develop common performance 

specifications based on Milan models

• Focus on “type 1” EQAS (commutable 

materials, reference measurement for target, 

repeated samples)



“THE TRACEABILITY REVOLUTION MANIFESTO”

• Definition and approval of reference measurement systems, 
possibly in their entirety;

• Implementation by IVD industry of traceability to such reference
systems in a scientifically sound and transparent way;

• Definition by the profession of the clinically acceptable 
measurement uncertainty (error) for each of the analytes used 
in the clinical field;

• Adoption by EQAS providers of commutable materials and use of 
an evaluation approach exclusively based on trueness;

• Monitoring of the analytical performance of individual 
laboratories by the participation in EQAS that meet metrological
criteria and application of clinically acceptable limits;

• Abandonment by users (and consequently by industry) of 
nonspecific methods and/or of assays with demonstrated 
insufficient quality.

Braga F & Panteghini M, Clin Chim Acta 2014;432:55



If these limits are not objectively defined 

and fulfilled, there is a risk of letting 

error gain the upper hand, thus obscuring 

the clinical information supplied by the 

result and even causing negative effects 

on patients' outcome.


